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About This Content

The "London's Finest" Character Pack adds 4 more new and unique playable characters for Killing Floor as Downloadable
Content. Once you have bought the pack, they will become selectable in the character selection screen in-game.

 

Chopper Harris

Chopper Harris had spent the last few years beating seven bells out of people at soccer grounds all over Europe. In return he'd
taken a few kickings from cops from Scotland to Turkey. But the best bit about the onset of the Apocalypse was that suddenly

no-one was trying to stop him - AND they let him play with guns!
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Kevo the Chav

Kevo the Chav loved nothing better on a Saturday afternoon than hanging round cheap sporting goods stores, drinking crap
lager, trying to work up the courage to indulge in some shop-lifting. He was as surprised as anyone when he grew a real pair and

fought his way past the on-coming Zeds in Croydon High Street.

 

Captain Wiggins

Captain Sir Richard Wiggins, 5th Baronet of Warbury, was classic minor British aristocracy. Educated at Eton, he progressed
through Cambridge and Sandhurst, to a commission in the Brigade of Guards. After the initial shock of seeing the barracks

stormed and destroyed by monsters, he found zed-killing to be jolly good sport, really.

 

Reverend Alberts

Reverend Alberts had been the vicar of Saint Ethel's in West London for nearly 20 years before the outbreak. Clearly his take
on the apocalypse came from watching too many horror movies at the youth centre with a bunch of 16-year-olds! He wasn't

expecting to have to take it to the streets...
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Met fellow g-strings.
Shot lots of bad dude.
Danced to hardbass.
Shot more bad dude ... and crab!
Danced more hardbass.
Shot the devil ... we won.

This game is worth much more than it is priced.. Corey Taylor is the best. Buy it c:. devs abandoned :( no updates in the past
year.. Great balance between skill, luck, and silly! I got it on PS Plus but bought it again on steam because it is a fun game to
zone out or listen to a podcast. The developer is also very responsive if you have questions.. Amazing steampunk atmosphere.
Challenging puzzles.
Interesting story to discover.
This is a gem.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/gwL5KuBxeR8. Sleep Attack is a cute tower defense 'lite' with a twist... literally! If the game's core mechanic
catches your fancy, you will definitely be addicted. At any rate, it's a decent entry into the genre that hits most of the basic
marks. Sound, animation, and general atmosphere are all strengths. Also, this is one of the few mobile\/PC crossover games on
Steam that is worth playing. Pleasant surprises all around!

I can't believe I got this game for only $0.21 as part of a bundle. What a steal! Definitely worth trying if you can find it on sale..
finally a butterfly knife for only 5 bucks
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this pack in a nutshell:

- Armor version of Grinder Perk deck
- A CSGO Knife
- A Drum mag Assault Rifle
- 1 mask and 1 mask begins
- An Aussie

. You start casualy on a Monday morning to go and make some simple errands for your house,you and your wife. You have also
a pitbull dog, which is a loyal friend and will have a part to the game later on.For now you take the errand list and go to the city
and meet their inhabitants. Now the way that you meet with them varies a little and you either just ignore them,speak to them or
finally be their last human that will encounter in the rest of their lifes. You can go postal on them and end their lifes with
melle,ranged or throwable gun and equipment. Every one of them, that will stop you to finish your list of errands and get back
home again, for the new day to come. Anyone, that will be in your way to get milk, or vote and anything else, is fair game to
you. Ofcourse they will not stay without doing nothing. Every action will have a reaction. You can be peaceful or completely
lunatic or as the game title go postal. The choice is yours the world is your oyster.. This game gives me a raging priapism..
Really fun DLC, a little pricey but its worth it IMO.. Only buy on sale.
Not worth anything over 20 dollars.. VERY fun. Very easy, perfect for all ages, including kids. It deals with a murder, so
discretion there, but it would be very easy for kids. You basically go around clicking things, collecting things and exhausting all
chat topics. Nothing scary, besides the fact that he's decetive for a homicide. But there's no detail or body, just an outline.
Nothing graphic, so it's perfect for kids as well as adults. Anyone can have fun with this game. Graphics are great, love the
stylized art. The voices are fun, the game play doesn't take forever and the achievements are pretty easy to get all of them. If
you're really bad at computer games and get frustrated because you always get stuck and have to refer to a walkthrough, this
game is perfect for you because there's really no way to get stuck. And if you're OCD this game is perfect for you because
there's a map with lists when you find things, so you can go around and find all the evidence, make them appear in the lists,
exhaust all the topics, and it's very easy to leave no loose ends. It's a very organized game. Also, navigation is easy. You can walk
around and get everywhere quick, or you can click to go to places you've already been.. Recomendado. Excelente.. Expect some
Sherlock Holmes-level skills from the antisocial main character! Adds a very welcome air to the game.

Yuri FTW, Rikka best gurl

The only downside is that the main char is really, really awkward. Painfully so at the beginning. Personally, it really took some
effort to get through the first chapter because of how painful and cringeworthy the interactions are at times. Still, it's part of the
character development, and I like it in retrospect.

9/10 Recommended.
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